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“It all depends on what you mean by a long time,” 2014
Elias Hansen 
Glass, found objects, light fixtures, wood
42" x 48" x 7"
Photo: Michael Underwood
Courtesy: the artist and Anat Ebgi  

A web of exposed wires, extension cords, and power strips run along
the perimeter of the gallery space at Anat Ebgi. At first glance their
appearance feels haphazard, but their placement is quite deliberate
as the labyrinth of coiled cables slowly unwinds and illuminates a
mystical laboratory of curious and fascinating objects collected by
Elias Hansen. Bare LED light bulbs are strewn throughout the space
at various heights on the walls, casting neon shades of green and
blue upon ledges made of found driftwood.

Elias Hansen embraces the obscurity of objects and further questions
our understanding of those objects when they are removed from
their intended function. It all depends on what you mean by a long
time (2014) presents a cabinet of antiquated medical paraphernalia.
A clouded hypodermic needle, positioned on an angle, rests casually
on top of the chest. While the needle is dull it still appears menacing.
A typed postcard leans on the lower shelf and identifies that the syringe
was issued from a factory in New Jersey. How did Hansen happen
upon this syringe? Why does it still arouse fear when viewed outside
of a doctor’s office?

Originally from the Pacific Northwest, Hansen currently resides and
works in upstate New York. These new works hint at this background
by incorporating sourced from his geographical area in the guise of

handcrafted displays, which imperfectly suggest scientific experiments.
Hand-blown glass beakers, bottles without any labels, rusted nails, a
skeleton key, faded coinage with unknown denominations and empty
vials are coated with a barely visible yet intensely palpable sense
of decay and give off a slight glean of dust. While walking through
I’m a long way from home and I really don’t know these roads, the
viewer adjusts their physicality to peer over and look down onto a
reliquary of carefully arranged objects. Like scientists, we attempt to
look past the nostalgia and discern their origin and try to decipher
their relationship to the artist. Much like the title of one of the works,
I guess it just takes time (2014), we are left to wait patiently as Hansen
reveals or conceals the history of the objects in his laboratory. While
much remains uncertain in these enigmatic works, Hansen inspires
magic about the unknown.
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